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Abstract

We contribute a systematic review of online visualizations of the Bitcoin blockchain. Bitcoin is currently the most active cryptocurrency with the largest market share among other cryptocurrencies. It has attracted a large user base and more and more businesses are beginning to accept Bitcoin as payment. While there are still relatively few visualization research papers on Bitcoin, a growing number of online tools visualize data about the Bitcoin blockchain. We provide a first systematic assessment of these online tools to inform future research efforts on making the Bitcoin blockchain more accessible.

CCS Concepts

- Human-centered computing → Visual analytics; Information visualization;

1. Introduction

Bitcoin is the first cryptocurrency that allowed users to exchange digital currency in a peer-to-peer blockchain-based system without centralized control. Since its first implementation in 2009, it has been widely used and is now the most valued digital currency with currently a ~$7.1B US total market capitalization [Coi19]. Despite its increasing use, Bitcoin is a new technology, difficult to understand in detail, and highly data-intensive. A large number of online visualization-based tools have been made available that are meant to either help Bitcoin users monitor the blockchain or attract public attention to the digital currency. Despite the growing number of online tools, however, visual analytics research tools for Bitcoin are still rare (e.g., [BDP$^*$15, KFI17, YSZ$^*$18]). In order to better understand online Bitcoin visualization tools that could inspire further research, we conducted a systematic review of 46 tools available as of March, 2019. We assessed those tools and classified them according to analysis tasks and visual representations. We provide a summary of the patterns we found among online Bitcoin visualizations as well as a perspective on aspects that are rarely explored and could be addressed in future visualization tools.

2. Bitcoin Background and Related Work

Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency that allows to transfer Bitcoin value between pseudonymous addresses that users create [Nak08]. Transactions are stored in a publicly available dataset called the blockchain. Within the blockchain, transactions are permanently stored in files called blocks. Bitcoin miners verify and validate transactions, group them, and append new blocks to the end of the blockchain.

Bitcoin is the focus of many different types of research, often on technical aspects such as stability, security, and consensus protocols [BMC$^*$15]. We found only one literature review on blockchain visualization. Sundara et al. [Sun17] reviewed eight online tools and provided a short description on two criteria: visual representation and implementation. In contrast to our work, they focused on only a small number of tools and other classification criteria.

3. Data Collection

We used the Google Search engine to retrieve Bitcoin visualization tools using a term combination of Bitcoin and analysis, analytics, visualization, visual analytics, dashboard, graph, and chart. For each term combination, we retrieved the first 100 results and followed the link to each webpage. We retained links to pages that contained interactive graphics accessible to the public. Some search results were articles mentioning Bitcoin visualization tools. In this case, we followed the hyperlink in an article and added it to our list.

4. Result

We found 46 online Bitcoin visualization tools and categorized them into five analysis tasks and five visual representations. The number of tools in both criteria is reported in Table 1. We describe common visualization techniques we found for each analysis task. Figure 1 shows representative examples of tools in each analysis task. Coding tables and screenshots of tools can be found in our supplementary material https://osf.io/w5b3p/.

Financial transaction tools expose basic statistics on individual transactions, blocks, and Bitcoin users. Most frequently raw data was shown in the form of text tables (9 tools in Others) with details on addresses, transactions, and blocks [7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 30, 31,
Figure 1: Examples of online Bitcoin visualization. (a) Financial transaction: Blockchain.info visualizes the flow of Bitcoin money [11]. (b) Transaction network: The Bitcoin Big Bang presents a network of Bitcoin users [24]. (c) Enjoyment/casual use: BitBonkers shows a data physicalization of Bitcoin [2]. (d) Cryptocurrency exchange: Blockchain.info provides time series showing the exchange rate of cryptocurrencies [11]. (e) P2P network activity: Blockchair uses time series and basic charts to show the Bitcoin network statistics [12].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task / Representation</th>
<th>Basic Charts</th>
<th>Time Series</th>
<th>Node-link Diagrams</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Total Tool Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial Transaction</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Network</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2P Network Activity</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptocurrency Exchange</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment/casual Use</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Tool Count</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Number of online visualization tools by analysis tasks and visual representations. Tools may have multiple representations and tasks and, thus, total counts are not sums of rows and column.

Five tools used time series to display the activity timeline of a chosen user, such as the balance and transaction volume [7, 8, 11, 31, 42]. Money flows of transactions were represented as node-link diagrams (see Figure 1 (a)) [10, 11], an adjacency matrix [36] (in Others), and a Gantt chart-like [1] (in Others).

Transaction network concerns a graph of connections between addresses via transactions. All tools used node-link diagrams often with a force-directed layout. Three displayed transaction networks [6, 23, 38] and one a network of Bitcoin users (see Figure 1 (b)) [24]. Blockchain 3D Explorer uniquely displays the transaction network in a 3D virtual reality environment [38].

P2P network activity concerns aggregated statistics that give an overview of activities in the peer-to-peer (P2P) network, such as mining, transaction rates, or transaction volume. Eleven tools present network statistics as time series [5, 8, 11, 12, 15, 28, 31, 32, 39, 40, 46]. Seven tools used basic charts to display non-time series information [8, 11, 12, 14, 15, 31, 40]. Figure 1(e) presents a dashboard with combination of both charts. We found four tools that show geographical information derived from Bitcoin transactions and network nodes on maps both in 2D [15, 46] and 3D [3, 45].

Cryptocurrency exchange presents market statistics, such as historical exchange rate, volume, and market capitalization. Seventeen tools included one or more time series (see Figure 1 (d)) [4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 32, 35, 37, 40]. Seven tools used basic charts to present market variables for a point-in-time [4, 7, 14, 19, 20, 21, 37]. Fiatleak showed live exchanges of Bitcoin to real-world currencies on a map [25]. We found other visualizations in three tools: a comparative view of market capitalization as a treemap [17], multiple crypto-economics factors in a spider chart [18], and cryptocurrency trading flows as Sankey diagrams [20].

Enjoyment/casual use tools attract the attention of public audiences to blockchain technologies. These tools had unique and experimental representation types. We found data physicalizations on Bitcoin data showing animated live transactions as 2D [26, 27, 33, 41, 43], and 3D representations (see Figure 1 (c)) [2, 29, 34, 44].

5. Discussion and Conclusions

We found a sufficient amount of online visualization tools that focused on financial transaction, cryptocurrency exchange, and P2P network activity statistics. What is still largely missing are tools that allow interested audiences to interactively explore the data based on specific viewpoints such as individual entities in the network, historic events, or network-related events such as halving days or forks. We also see an opportunity for visual analytics tools that help experts detect different groups of Bitcoin users and connect the activities of different groups together.
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